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ABSTRACT  

Most of the things are done usually over the internet in this present era starting from online 

dealing to the online transaction. Anyone can access the resources of the internet from 

anywhere since the web is considered as worldwide web. By the few people the internet 

technology has been used for criminal activities like unauthorized access to other’s network, 

scams etc. These criminal activities or the offense/crime related to the internet is termed as 

cyber crime. The term “Cyber Law” was introduced in order to stop or to punish the cyber 

criminals. Cyber law can be defined as it is the part of the legal systems that deals with the 

Internet, cyberspace, and with the legal issues. It covers a broad area, encompassing many 

subtopics as well as freedom of expressions, access to and utilization of the Internet, and online 

security or online privacy. Generically, it is alluded as the law of the web.  

Keywords: Internet, Unauthorized access, Cybercrime, Cyber law, Cyberspace, Punish, 

Network 
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INTRODUCTION 

A crime in which a computer is the object of a crime that may be spamming, hacking, phishing 

or used as a tool for committing an offence such as hate crimes, child pornography etc. is 

Known as Cyber crime. In this a computer is used by cyber criminals to gain access to trade 

secrets, personal information or for any other malicious purposes. Cybercrime can be described 

as those offences which are dedicated against companies of individuals with a criminal reason 

to deliberately harm the recognition of the victim or intellectual harm to the victim without 

delay or indirect usage of present-day telecommunication networks including the internet or 

individuals  

We can say in a simple manner that cyber crime is an act which is prohibited by law wherein 

the computer is either a device or a target or each. These crimes involve criminal activities such 

as forgery, defamation, robbery, fraud and mischief, all of which are conventional in nature 

and are questionably to the Indian penal code (IPC). Information Technology Act, 2000 address 

new age crimes which have taken place because of abuse of computer system. The time period 

‘cybercrime’ can discuss with Offenses such as copyright, fraud, unauthorized access, child 

pornography and cyber-stalking can be discussed under cyber crime. It also includes criminal 

past against information, infringement of content. An extensive variety of assaults on 

individuals and organizations are covered under cyber crime.  

There are fundamental classes that outline the makeup of cybercrimes. The first of those that 

Aim on computer networks or denial of service attacks or gadgets including viruses, malware 

is the first one. Crimes which might be facilitated through computer networks or gadgets like 

identity-robbery, extortion, cyber-stalking, fraud, phishing (junk mail) and robbery of 

categorized information lies under second categories. 

Cyber crimes are considered a worldwide epidemic. It has increased to embrace sports that go 

international borders and might now be considered. Cyber criminals are held responsible for 

the international criminal courtroom by global felony device. With specific challenges law 

enforcement organizations are confronted and the anonymity of the internet only complicates 

the problems. There are problems with cross-jurisdictional troubles, miscommunication and 

accumulating proof associated with reporting.  
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It is well known to a great extent that victims of net crimes are often indisposed to record an 

offense to authorities. In the recent years, despite the fact that facilities for reporting incidents 

of cybercrime have advanced, many victims remain reluctant due basically to embarrassment. 

If an effective reaction is to be located against international cyber crime, global cooperation is 

essential. It is not in the reach of single state to productive fight the problem alone. Many 

Computers based crimes which are initiated ‘offshore’ offers considerable demanding 

situations to any international locations law enforcement groups.  

 

CYBER CRIME IN INDIA 

The founding fathers of the internet hardly had any inclination that the internet should rework 

itself into an all-pervading revolution which might be misused for criminal activities and which 

required regulation when the internet was developed. In our online world nowadays, there are 

many annoying things going on. It has miles viable to interact into an expansion of criminal 

activities with impunity due to the anonymous nature of the internet and in order to sustain 

criminal activities in our online world, people with intelligence, have been grossly misusing 

this element of the internet. 

All aspects of transactions and sports on and regarding the internet, the world huge net and 

cyberspace are touched by Cyber law. In the beginning, it may appear that a cyber law is a 

totally technical area, and that it does not have any bearing to maximum activities in 

cyberspace. But it is not true. In our online world whether we recognize it or no longer, every 

action and every reaction have a few criminal and cyber legal views. 

For the duration of the arena information technology has been unfolded. In each quarter in 

which cyberspace provides equal possibilities too keen on financial growth and human 

improvement, computers are used. With the numerously increasing consumer of cyberspace 

the range of online interplay expands. There is enlargement within the cyber crimes i.e. 

perpetration of online torts and crimes, breach of online contracts etc. Because of these 

outcomes, there arises a need to undertake a strict regulation via the cyberspace authority to 
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provide higher administration of justice to the victim of cybercrime and alter criminal activities 

referring to cyber.  

 

DOES CYBER LAW CONCERN US? 

Absolutely, Cyber Law concerns us. Law that applies to the internet and internet associated 

technologies is called Cyber law. It is one of the most recent areas of the criminal system. This 

is just because of the fact that internet technology develops at any such rapid tempo. People 

who are involved with the use of the internet are provided legal protections cyber law. This is 

for agencies and normal residents. The utmost significance to every person who uses the net is 

an expertise cyber regulation. Cyber regulations are also called as “regulations of the net.” 

 

CYBER CRIME AND CYBER SECURITY 

It is possible that Criminal group ought to electronically take control of flight manage device 

or power grid. We emerge as increasingly more liable to cybercrime as the whole thing 

connects to the internet. Recently, it was observed out that INR 64, 15, 50,000 /- from banks 

had been stolen by Cabana criminal organization during the last two years, hacking into their 

systems, transferring cash out, and having bank ATMs mechanically dispense cash that they 

then picked up from the machines. 

Advances in communications technology inside the beyond decade and the “informatization” 

of society have converged as never earlier than in human records. It gave an upward push to 

the industrialization of a kind of crime where the commodity private records actions always 

too quick for traditional regulation enforcement techniques to keep tempo. 

The ability of the authorities to reply is threatened because of extraordinary scale of the 

problem. The authorities have greater records on crook hobby at their disposal than ever before 
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at the equal time and also have an opportunity to harness this information in ways that make 

intelligence improvement and cost-powerful and research greater streamlined. 

 

BEGINNING OF THE CYBERCRIME ERA 

Many of us don’t realize that we are susceptible and how much greater inclined, we come to 

be as we tie the entirety to computer systems. “What mainly people don’t understand is that we 

are in the first seconds of the first minutes of the first hours of the internet revolution, and there 

may be an exquisite change coming in this century.” 

At an early age it is not always unusual for teens and younger humans to get worried in cyber 

crime sports. People do without realizing the consequences in their movements but the 

consequences may be excessive. Victimless crime is not within the ambit of cyber crime and 

is taken extraordinarily critically through regulation enforcement. There is excessive demand 

of those who have abilities in coding, gaming, computer programming, cyber safety or 

whatever it-associated is in and there are numerous careers and possibilities available to all of 

us with a hobby in those areas. 

Consequences 

People getting concerned with cyber crime ought to face. 

• Warning from the police, in addition to a penalty fine. 

• Arrest and prison sentencing for offenses. 

• Computers being seized and detained from having access to the internet. 

Many children spend loads of time online due to an energetic interest in coding and 

programming, and have impartial studying materials; those are all signs and symptoms of a 

wholesome and effective hobby in computing and extraordinarily valuable competencies to be 

endorsed to expand but in a lawful way. 
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Terrorist, Hackers & Jurisdictional Issues 

Hackers tend to be more of a nuisance. Most of the time, trying of unauthorized access to put 

networks to a test or to mock. Unauthorized access to networks, but have malicious intents are 

called Crakers. People that use cyber terror to achieve political or social change are Cyber 

terrorists. 

Cyber Attack Threat Types 

Threat 1 

A person seeking to perform an act of data tampering, sabotage or wrongful destruction or 

otherwise impair mission accomplishment or destroy government property. 

Threat 2 

A person seeking access to a naval installation to commit an act of violence such as murder, 

arson, sabotage, hostage abduction, bombing or theft of sensitive matter includes nuclear 

weapons, ammunition and explosives, and so forth. 

Threat 3 

One or more outlander (worthless persons) who seek access get undercover to perform an 

unauthorized act such as demolishment or theft. 

Threat 4 

A person or group of people seeking to make a political statement such as anti military, anti 

defence, anti nuclear, and so forth, by causing adverse broadcast. 
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CYBER TERRORISTS 

Following is the desirable quality or feature of Cyber Terrorists which helps them to make 

something better or more likely to succeed: 

•           It is ultra-cheap than conventional methods 

•           They can be Anonymous. 

•           Affects substantial number of citizens. 

•           Its activity is very puzzled to study 

•           They can attack remotely from any part of the country zone 

•           This can be utilized to affect large number of MNCs and targets. 

How legal system deals with Cyber Terrorists 

Mostly individuals use password which is mainly based on personal analysis and are easy to 

keep in mind. But it is simple for an attacker to crack them. 

Even though willed misspelling a diction (“callerrrt” rather than “call”) can also provide a few 

safeties in opposition to dictionary attacks, an even better technique is to rely upon a series of 

phrases and use grip techniques, or mnemonics, that will help you flashback a way to decode 

it. 

As an example, rather than the password “locomotive” use “LocO|\/|oT|ve” for another 

example “my personal stuff” use, “me#//personalstuff123P”, although, is to use a mixture of 

numbers, special characters, and each lowercase and capital letters. 

Preventative strategies are supposed to assist our public and personal companions proactively 

search for emails trying to mislead users into “clicking the hyperlink” or establishing 

attachments to apparently real websites are following: 

• In emails links should never be clicked, in case we think email is authorized, whether 

from a third-party exchange or primary exchange, go to the web page and go online 
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at that moment itself. Any notification if valid, can be available via regular go 

browsing. 

• Retailers will never send emails with attachments, so never open the attachments 

commonly. If there is any doubt, ask the store whether email with the attachment 

was dispatched from them. 

• Confidential information should not be given over the phone or in an email until 

completely sure.  

Other Conspicuous hand to guard ourselves from cyber-attacks: 

• Keep away from the use of common words, phrases, or private records and update 

frequently. Set cozy passwords 

• Up to date your computer’s browser, anti-virus and different essential software.  

 

CYBER CRIME ATTACKS ADDRESSED BY IT ACT, 2000 & IPC 

Cyber Crimes under IT ACT 2000 

• Sec. 65, Tampering with Computer Source Documents. 

• Sec. 66, Hacking Computer Systems and Data Alteration. 

• Sec. 67, Publishing Obscene Information. 

• Sec. 70, Unauthorized Access of Protected Systems. 

• Sec. 72, Breach of Confidentiality and Privacy. 

• Sec. 73, Publishing False Digital Signature Certificates. 

Special Laws and Cyber crimes under the IPC include: 

• Sending Threatening Messages by Email, Indian Penal Code (IPC) Sec. 503. 

• Sending Defamatory Messages by Email, Indian Penal Code (IPC) Sec. 499 

• Forgery of Electronic Records, Indian Penal Code (IPC) Sec. 463 

• Bogus Websites & Cyber Fraud, Indian Penal Code (IPC) Sec. 420 
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• Email Spoofing, Indian Penal Code (IPC) Sec. 463 

• Web-Jacking, Indian Penal Code (IPC) Sec. 383 

• Email Abuse, Indian Penal Code (IPC) Sec. 500 

Cyber crimes under the Special Acts, which include: 

• Online Sale of Arms Under Arms Act, 1959 

• Online Sale of Drugs Under Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 198 

 

TYPES OF CYBER ATTACKS 

When an attempt to hack a corporation is made by a criminal, they are not required to reinvent 

the wheel until they clearly need to: chances are more to draw upon a common place arsenal 

of attacks which might be regarded to be powerful. A view of some of the maximum common 

place sorts of attacks seen these days-  

Credentials Reuse 

From one internet site account credentials are leaked, and because of using the equal or 

comparable passwords on a couple of web sites, the ones accounts get compromised too. It is 

termed as a password reuse attack, and it is taking place more common. 

Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) 

Client-side code injection attack in which an attacker can execute malicious scripts right into 

legitimate internet site or internet software is called as Cross-web page Scripting (XSS). XSS 

is amongst the most rampant of internet software vulnerabilities and while an internet software 

uses invalidated or uuencoded user input within the output it generates then it takes place. 

On a web net web page if an attacker misuses a XSS susceptible to execute arbitrary JavaScript 

in an individual browser, the security of that internet website or internet software and its 

individual has been compromised. 
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Denial of Service (DoS) & DDoS attack – Distributed Denial of Service 

A kind of attack on a community is called DoS. This is designed to carry the network to its 

knees by flooding it with idle visitors. Ping of loss of life and Teardrop assaults along with 

many DoS attacks, make the most obstacles within the TCP/IP protocols. There are software 

which fixes system administrators for all recognized DoS attacks. DoS attacks are continuously 

being dreamed up via hackers like viruses. 

DoS is short form of distributed Denial of service. A attack in which multiple compromised 

systems, which might be frequently infected with a Trojan, are used to goal a single device 

causing a Denial of provider (DoS) attack is called as DDoS. It is a type of DoS.   

Difference Between DoS and DDoS Attacks 

A Denial of service (DoS) assault is different from a DDoS attack. The attack which makes use 

of more than one computer systems and internet connections to flood the focused useful 

resource is DDoS. These attacks are frequently international attacks, allotted via botnets. 

Malware 

An antivirus alert pops up on your computer display in case you have ever seen it, or in case 

you’ve mistakenly clicked a malicious email attachment, then you definitely had a close call 

with malware. In individuals’ computers attackers love to apply malware to advantage a 

foothold and, therefore, the workplaces they work in due to the fact it may be so powerful. 

Numerous types of harmful software program, which includes viruses and “ransomware” is 

called Malware. As soon as malware is injected pc, following can take place –  

• it can wreak all varieties of havoc, from taking control of your system,  

• to tracking your movements and keystrokes,  

• to silently sending all kinds of private information from your Personal Computer 
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To get malware into your personal computer attackers will use an expansion of strategies, but 

at a few stages it frequently calls for the user to take an action to install the malware. In order 

to have surely has a malware installer hidden within encompass clicking a hyperlink to 

download a document, or establishing an attachment which could look innocent (like a word 

file or PDF attachment). 

Phishing 

A fraudulent attempt, generally made via email, to steal your private records is called Phishing. 

In this attack, an additional email is sent by attacker that looks to be from a person you believe, 

like your boss or an organization you do commercial enterprise with. The e-mail will have 

some urgency to it and seem valid (e.g. fraudulent hobby has been detected to your account). 

There can be an attachment to open or a link to click inside the e-mail. It could ship you to a 

valid-looking website if you click the link that asks for you to log in to get admission to an 

essential report besides the website is certainly an entice used to seize your credentials while 

you try to log-in. 

Session Hijacking and Man-in-the-Middle Attacks 

An attacker can hijack the session through shooting the session identity and posing as the 

computer making a request, letting them log in as an unsuspecting user and advantage gains 

admission to unauthorized records on the web serve the session between your pc and the 

faraway web server. To steal the session identity there are a number of techniques an attacker 

can use which includes a cross-website scripting attack used to hijack session IDs. 

SQL Injection attack 

SQL is “structured query language”; in order to communicate with databases this programming 

language used among the servers that save crucial records for websites and offerings use square 

to control the data in their databases. This type of server is especially attacked by SQL injection, 

the usage of malicious code to get the server to disclose records it generally wouldn’t. This is 

particularly complex if the server department deposits private individual’s records from the 

internet site, consisting of credit score card numbers, usernames and passwords (credentials), 
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or different personally identifiable information, which might be tempting and money-making 

objectives for an attacker. 

 

CYBER LAW AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

Regarding the rights of the proprietors of intangible merchandise of invention or creativity 

intellectual belongings are an extensive class of regulation. Example, IP regulation grants 

distinct rights to share owners of artistic works, Technological inventions, and symbols or 

designs. Subcategories of IP regulation encompass patent, copyright, Trademark, and change 

secrets and techniques. IP attorneys work in litigation, project capital, generation transfer, 

licensing, IP asset control, and trademark and patent prosecution. For legal professionals IP is 

a hastily expanding field that gives growing process possibilities. In 1985, 32% of the 

Marketplace cost of S & P 500 businesses changed into primarily based on intangible property, 

mainly a few shapes of intellectual Belongings. Almost 80% of the same businesses’ 

marketplace fee represented in 2005. 1 IP, Therefore, plays an increasing number of essential 

positions in commercial enterprise; correspondingly, its regulation and observe has an ever-

larger region in government, non-profits, and academia. There are numerous sub-specialties of 

IP regulation, inclusive of patent, copyright, trademark, alternate secrets, and Generation 

switch, and many roles that lawyers can play in each. 

Copyright 

Copyright is the main shape of IP cyber regulation. Any piece of IP can be given protection 

under copyright you could transmit over the internet.  

Patents 

To guard an invention patents are normally used. For two most important motives those are 

used on the net. First one is for new software. New online commercial enterprise strategies for 

second case. 
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Trademarks & Service Marks 

The identical online are used by trademarks and carrier marks as they’re within the real world. 

For websites logos may be used. For web sites that provide services carrier marks are used. 

Trade secrets and techniques 

Laws that are used to guard more than one type of IP are called Trade mystery laws. This 

includes methods formulation, and patterns, online organizations can use exchange mystery 

protections.  

Domain disputes 

It is in lieu of logos. Disputes who own an internet deals with are called Domain disputes. For 

example, A who runs an internet site might not be the person who owns it. Additionally, some 

people purchase multiple domain names hoping for a big payday because it is cheap. 

Contracts 

The majority does not assume contracts observe on-line. This is not the case. For instance, 

when you check in for a website, you commonly must agree to terms of carrier. That is a 

contract. 

Privateness 

To shield their consumer’s privacy online corporations are required. The enterprise can rely on 

specific law. As more and more data is transmitted over the net those laws emerge as extra 

crucial. 

Employment 

The terms of some employee settlement are connected to cyber regulation. Nondisclosure and 

noncompete clauses deal with it. It could additionally encompass the manner in which 

employees use their company e-mail or other digital assets. 
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Defamation 

Because of the internet slander and libel regulation has additionally wished updating. Proving 

defamation has now not altered substantially; it now consists of the internet. 

Data retention 

Number one challenge in the internet age is handling statistics. In phases of litigation, it has 

emerged as a big difficulty. In court cases, it is far now common to request electronic facts and 

bodily records.  

Jurisdiction 

Jurisdiction is a key part of the court docket case. This problem has been complexed by 

cybercrime. If a cybercriminal places in Minnesota and their victim is placed in North Carolina, 

which kingdom has jurisdiction? Distinctive states have exceptional guidelines about this 

difficulty. Also, it is able to depend upon in what court docket, federal or kingdom, a case 

turned into field. 

Over the net it is tough to protect IP. Popularity of pirated movies and song are example of it. 

Each business which is based on the net desires to develop strategies for shielding their IP. In 

1999, India updated their IP laws. 

Cyberlaw- Terms and Laws:  

Statistics technology regulation: Laws confer with digital statistics. It describes how this record 

is stored, and amassed, transmitted. 

Cyber regulation/net regulation:  

Net is utilized by those laws. It can be kept in a more modern legal regime. There are certain 

legal guidelines that are undefined and vague. 
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Computer law: 

Large legal vicinity is covered by it. Net and legal guidelines related to laptop IP are within its 

ambit. With cyber laws there had been many countries that have attempted to fight cybercrime: 

 

COMPUTER MISUSE ACT 1990 (GREAT BRITAIN) 

This law is completely based on information and computer structures. Three sections are 

included in it. Specialty of the unauthorized use of a laptop (hacking) lies in Section 1. 

Situations where a section 1 violation has come about and similarly offenses are in all 

likelihood are covered by Segment 2. When a computer is altered illegally lies in Phase 3.  

 

IT ACTS OF 2000 (INDIA)  

This act is centred on records era. Offenses like hacking and trojan assaults, as well as possible 

solutions are outline by this law. Using digital signatures to improve cyber security outlined by 

one phase. This increases their ability punishment. 

There are many other sections in the IT Act, 2000 among them a few important sections one should 

know are as follows: Table-2: A few important sections one should know  

Offences Sec. under IT Act, 

Damage to Computer, Computer System etc.  Section 43 

Power to issue direction for blocking from 

public access of any information through any 

computer’s resources. 

Section 69A 
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Power to authorize to collect traffic 

information or data and to monitor through 

any computer’s resources for cyber security.  

Section 69B 

Un-authorized access to protected system Section 70 

Penalty for misrepresentation Section 71 

Breach of confidentiality and privacy Section 72 

Publishing False digital signature certificates. Section 73 

Publication for fraudulent purpose.  Section 74 

Act to apply for contravention or offence that 

is committed outside India.  

Section 75 

Compensation, confiscation or penalties for 

not to interfere with other punishment.  

Section 77 

Compounding of Offences.  Section 77A 

Offences by Companies.  Section 85 

Sending threatening messages by e-mail. Section 503 IPC 

Sending defamatory messages by e-mail.  Section 499 IPC 

Bogus websites, Cyber Frauds.  Section 420 IPC 

E-mail Spoofing.  Section 463 IPC 
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Web Jacking.  Section 383 IPC 

E-mail Abuse.  Section 500 IPC 

Criminal intimidation by anonymous 

communications.  

Section 507 

 

THE CENTER EAST AND ASIA 

Combinations of cyber laws are used across these regions. These laws are used to save the 

citizens from gaining access to positive information in certain international locations. Cyber 

law along with different legal guidelines that have been passed by means of countries around 

the arena encompass records era recommendations, digital signature legal guidelines and 

records technology legal guidelines. 

To create privateness Cyber law has additionally been used. That is in particular genuine inside 

the USA. Following are the guidelines of U.S. which have been used to establish net privacy: 

• Warren and Brandeis. 

• Reasonable Expectation of Privacy Test. 

• Privacy Act of 1974. 

• Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978. 

• Electronic Communication Privacy Act. 

• Driver’s Privacy Protection Act. 

• Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. 

• Homeland Security Act. 

• Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act. 
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MOVEMENT: CYBER LAW 

Every single year Cyber law is growing in significance. There were current trends in cyber 

regulation to combat these crimes. 

The number one focus of governments is developing recognition of these issues and cyber law 

organizations in the very close to future. In 2013 and 2014 India, as an instance, funded cyber 

trend studies. In 2014 India held a worldwide conference associated with cyber law.  
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